
Be a Friend
script and direction: Tomasz Man
set and costiumes design: Aneta Piekarska-Man
music: Tomasz Antonowicz
songs: Tomasz Man
vocal consultant: Ignacy Jan Wiœniewski

cast
Agnieszka Grzegorzewska
Anna Makowska-Kowalczyk (guest)
Jacek Majok
Marcin Marzec (guest)

Prapremiere: 7 June 2015
Performance for children aged 5+

More photos: http://www.teatrminiatura.pl/en/repertuar/detail/403/zostan-
przyjacielem



Ü About the performance

The amusing story about the friendship of a penguin who has escaped from the 
zoo and a turtle, thrown out by its owner. Pinia and Franciszek meet by accident 
and go through lots of funny and sometimes dangerous adventures. On the way 
they even meet ghosts of the Kashubian forests – Ciotka Borowa and Purtek. Be 
a Friend is a musical show where the music even comes from… the set.

Ü Excerpts from reviews

Besides the animal heroes, the director introduces a range of ecological 
subtexts on the topic of  ‘Respect Nature’ prepared by all the inhabitants of the 
forest in a mutual manifesto to humans. Tomasz Man has put the whole thing 
together with humour and class, creating a successful modern fairytale, full of 
accurate observations and with a good moral.
Ü £ukasz Rudziñski, trojmiasto.pl

Be a Friend is a clever piece, fine-tuned, contemporary, with a script tested by 
the author on his own children. A very cohesive and harmonious show, not 
over-wordy in style and emotive.
Ü Ma³gorzata Bierejszyk, „Gazeta Œwiêtojañska”

Teatr Miniatura’s new show tells the story of Pinia the penguin who has escaped 
from the zoo and Franciszek the turtle who has been thrown out by his owner. 
These two incompatible, egoistic (but nonetheless likeable) animals wander 
through the forest in order to reach the sea. On the way they meet wolves, a 
deer, a hare, a bear and other creatures. It might seem that the idea of staging a 
play in which almost all roles were assigned to animals would be old hat. 
However, this stage story about animals is surprising in its simplicity, 
entertaining in its ideas and says a lot about the human world. (…) Thanks to the 
fine acting, the close-knit team and the excellent sound, the show is bursting 
with energy.
Ü Dorota Karaœ, „Gazeta Wyborcza”
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'Miniatura' City Theatre

One of the oldest theatres in Poland – in existence for almost 70 years! Its 
repertoire, of high artistic merit, is aimed at the entire family and involves 
talented artists from Poland and abroad. Each year the theatre gives around 290 
performances, watched by over 55,000 people. The plays produced include 
classical works as well as contemporary children's and young adult literature for 
audiences as young as 12 months. 

In addition, 'Miniatura' strives to undertake non-standard activities such as the 
production of a theatre detective series or activities aimed at entering the city's 
public space - open-air performances, for example. The theatre's repertoire is 
supplemented by the numerous events which accompany premieres or which 
are co-produced with other cultural institutions, publishers or non-govern-
mental organisations. These include family workshops, open meetings, panels 
and debates, book fairs, festivals or theatre shows.

Set project by Dariusz Panas
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